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Abstract: This paper points out the deficiencies of traditional run-time infrastructure (RTI) and Service-oriented High Level Architecture/Run Time Infrastructure (HLA/RTI) based on Web Services developed by researchers. The deficiencies of RTI involve load balancing, real-time interaction, safety and stability, and so on. This paper proposes Service-Distributed Run-time Infrastructure (SDRTI), which deploys RTI simulation services on the Internet, as a means of solving these problems. SDRTI has six key technologies: model mapping mechanisms, Simulation Service Management Bus (SSMB), traverse Network Address Translators (NATs) and Firewall’s Firewall (FW) in public networks, encrypted communications, decoupled simulation service, and optimized network traffic measures. The response speed and loading ability of SDRTI was evaluated using the program Simple Collision in the enclosure space. The simulation results indicate that SDRTI is effective and feasible.
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1 Introduction

Distributed Interactive Simulation (DIS) adopts consistent structures, standards, protocols, and databases, and connects the simulation equipment with a local area network (LAN) or wide area network (WAN) to improve the interoperability and reusability of the dispersal simulation components in the simulation application, as well as to achieve a participatory synthetic simulation environment [1] [2][3][8][9]. The United States Department of Defense (DOD) published M&S Master Plan (MSMP) and established an universal simulation technology architecture to solve many interoperability problems of the internal distributed simulation application. The core of this plan is High Level Architecture (HLA). The HLA Run-Time Infrastructure (RTI) is a software implementation of the Interface Specification that provides services defined in the Interface Specification, including services to start and stop federation execution, services to send data between interoperating federates, services to control the amount and routing of data passed, and services to coordinate the passage of simulated time among the federates. Federates perform these functions by invoking the appropriate RTI service. The RTI may also invoke services provided by the federate, such as receiving data and services which are likewise defined in the Interface Specification. Different groups developed different kinds of RTIs, such as RTI 1.3 [3], MAK RTI [4], pRTI1516 [6] [7], KD-RTI [8] [9], BH-RTI [10], and GY-RTI [11]. These RTIs have been used in a variety of live, constructive, and virtual simulations involving scientific analysis, experimental research, training, and other activities. In 2000, HLA was accepted as an Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) standard (IEEE1516-2000) [5]. The structural model of RTI can be classified into three types: central, distributed, and hierarchical. Most RTIs adopt a central structure. However, their drawbacks have been revealed in practice and application for the following reasons [12]:

1. Because HLA defines the RTI interface as a special programming language binding and platform binding, RTI is dependent on the special programming language and platform.

2. The central mode of RTI becomes a bottleneck. Stored and processed data become problems for the central server, where the interactive data increase on a massive scale to maintain simulation granularity and accuracy. A breakdown in the central server causes the
simulation application to crash. This load balancing deficiency leads to heavy loading in the central server when the simulation nodes increase.

3. Most RTIs use a static-linking mode that decreases the RTI portability of the federates.

4. Because the RTI only supports distributed applications based on the local area network or special network, the RTI cannot meet the challenges posed by a well-distributed simulation application, whether cross-specialty or cross-disciplinary.

2 Related research on service oriented HLA/RTI

Researchers have proposed an approach that combines the idea of Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) with HLA/RTI [13] to solve problems associated with traditional RTI. Many researchers have constructed Service Oriented HLA RTI (SOHR) by using Web Services [40]. Morse achieved simulation component communication with RTI over a WAN by constructing a web-enabled RTI based on the SOAP and BEEP web communication protocols [14]. Möller introduced the web services-based HLA Evolved application programming interface (API), and researched three methods of integrating HLA into a web-based service: (1) using Web Services alone, (2) using Web Services to bridge an HLA system and an external system, and (3) using the HLA Evolved Web Service API [15][16][17]. M. Dragoicea proposed the integration of HLA and SOA into a Simulation Framework [18]. W. Zhang addressed the problems of deployment mode, data coding, data exchange mode, and invocation state in the process of developing service-oriented HLA [19][20]. Z.J. Jiang proposed an extended RTI solution that allowed users to invoke web service RTI over the internet by modifying the RTI interface to act as a web service [21]. X. Zhou anticipated web services-based distributed RTI, which distributes many RTI services over multiple Internet servers [22]. S.C. Tang proposed an extended HLA multilayer federation integration architecture (MLFIA), which, combined with SOA and HLA, forms a four-layer collaborative simulation platform structure that effectively integrates the model’s resources [23]. The integration of HLA and SOA was proposed by H.M. Zhang to achieve better interoperability and reusability among heterogeneous simulation components in a distributed environment [24][25]. In 2008, the IEEE modified the HLA1516-2000 standard, updating it for the next-generation HLA Evolved standard. Many researchers have also realized the drawbacks of web services-based SOHR. Turner revealed the defects of web service communication protocols in engineer applications [26]. According to L.J. Xu, service-oriented HLA using web services are only appropriate for simulation applications that require coarse grain, low data update frequency, or non-real-time requests [36]. Byrne noted safety and stability drawbacks in simulation applications based on web services [27][31][32]. B.H. Jin pointed out load balance defects in web service-based simulation applications[28]. S.Q. Di suggested that the intrinsic characteristics of web services, such as being real-time and stateless, lead to problems in simulation models [37]. In fact, service-oriented services not only include web services, but generalized services as well. Packages of other components, such as EJB, JMS, JavaBeans, COM/DCOM, CORBA, and ICE, are also categorized as services [29][33-35]. Services in the field of simulation and modeling are generalized services, which include web services. The relationship between simulation and SOA models is shown in Figure 1. This article proposes SDRTI, whose idea come from service-oriented architecture, to address many inadequacies of traditional RTI in large scale simulation, such as heterogeneous communication, and highly distributed simulation [26][27][28][30][31][32][36][37]. The main goal of this article is to achieve SDRTI, which has many excellent characteristics, such as heterogeneous communication, load balancing, loosely coupled services, reusability, high security and stability, wide area network, stable, and efficient network communication speed.

Fig 1. The SOA model in the field of simulation and model

3 Six key technologies for Service-Distributed Run Time Infrastructure

The main concept of the SDRTI is that services in RTI are decoupled to federation management serv-ice, time management service, object management service, ownership management service, interactive class management service, and so on and services are distributed in different nodes on the internet, as shown in Figure 2. The foremost merit of this method is that it overcomes the drawback of a central RTI and offer an effective load balancing solution where simulation
services are distributed among the different nodes on the Internet.

Fig. 2 The SDRTI framework SDRTI has six key technologies: a model mapping mechanism, SSMB, the ability to traverse firewalls in public networks, encrypted communication, decoupled services, and size-optimizing communication. Supported by the model mapping mechanism, SDRTI can achieve communication among different languages and platforms. SSMB is responsible for managing distributed simulation services by means of a service directory, state monitoring, and service scheduling functionality. The routefirewall service is responsible for achieving traversing the Firewall and Network Address Translator (FW/NAT). The Secure Socket Layer (SSL) protocol is applied to ensure communication safety. The data transfer service is responsible for decoupling the different simulation services. Choosing the most effective mode of message passing on the Internet decreases network traffic and increases the efficiency and stability of communication. Each key technology is discussed in detail as follows.

3.1 Model mapping mechanism

The model mapping mechanism is the fundamental abstraction mechanism for separating object interfaces from their implementations. It establishes a contract between federates and the simulation that describes the types and object interfaces used by a specific application. This description is independent of the implementation language, so it does not matter whether the federate and simulation were written in the same language as the SSMB. The Interface Description Language (IDL) definitions are compiled for a particular implementation language by a compiler. This compiler translates the language-independent definitions into language-specific type definitions and interface functions. These types and interface functions are used by the developer to provide application functionality. The translation algorithms for the various implementation languages are known as language mappings. Currently, the model mapping model defines language mappings for C++, Java, C#, Python, and PHP. In SDRTI, after establishing the distributed object model of the RTI in accordance with RTI standards, the distributed object model describes the corresponding RTI service and the dependent specific data construction through the IDL definitions, and saves
the data in a description file. The interface of the RTI ambassador is described below:

```c++
interface RtiAmb
{
  void createFederationExecution(string executionName, string FED) throws RTIexception; .....;
}
```

Using model mapping mechanisms, the interface can be mapped into the corresponding language, such as C++, C#, Java, PHP, and Python, as shown in Figure 3. This mechanism enables cross-language coding mapping.

Fig.3 Model mapping mechanism schematic plan

According to HLA rules, federates cannot directly communicate through RTI. Therefore, achieving interoperability among different federates with different languages is actually making RTI interoperate with different federates with different languages. Taking C++ and Java as an example, assuming that the Central RTI Component (CRC) is implemented in the C++ language and the federate is implemented in Java, the relationship of the RTI interface language mapping is shown in Figure 4.

Fig.4 RTI interface mapping to different developer languages

All codes are converted to the unified code of the RTI core communication. Because all the units communicate with each other using this unified code, various units using different developer languages and platforms can communicate, as shown in Figure 5.
3.2 Simulation Service Management Bus (SSMB)

The SSMB is an important part of the SDRTI, which can support the synchronous or asynchronous call of the simulation services through multiple protocols. The SSMB also manages the distributed simulation services. The core function of the SSMB includes the service register, service work record, service state monitor, service scheduling management, and service request listen, as shown in Figure 6. The simulation service registers at the SSMB using the standard service description language. The service register information contains detailed information such as name, address, port, identity, protocol, service description, and so on. When the federate applies the simulation service to the SSMB, the SSMB finds the service on the register list. Once the SSMB finds the simulation service, it establishes a connection for the federate based on the name, address, and port of the simulation service. The service work record records the efficiency of the simulation in achieving the work. This record contains the service stability, probability of achieving the work, and so on. The SSMB can comprehensively evaluate the efficiency of the simulation service via the work record, and the evaluation result is taken as important evidence for service scheduling management. The service state monitor monitors the simulation service in real time and reports the service state to the SSMB. This measure lowers the chance of SSMB errors and increases system stability. The service request listen listens for messages from federates requesting for a simulation service. The service scheduling management chooses the optimal simulation service for the federate by using an optimal algorithm.

Security is an important consideration in distributed simulation applications, both within corporate intranets and over untrusted networks such as the Internet. The ability to protect sensitive information, ensure its integrity, and verify the identities of the communicating parties is essential to developing secure applications. The Secure Socket Layer (SSL) protocol is the de facto standard for secure network communication. SSL’s authentication, nonrepudiation, data integrity, and strong encryption functions make it the logical choice for securing SDRTI. When a federate or simulation establishes an SSL connection to the SSMB, a handshake is performed. During a typical handshake, digital certificates identifying the communicating parties are validated and symmetric keys are exchanged for encrypting the session traffic. Public key encryption, which is too slow to be used for the bulk of a session’s data transfer, is used heavily during the handshaking phase. Once the handshake is complete, SSL uses message authentication codes to ensure data integrity, allowing the federate, simulation, and SSMB to communicate at will with reasonable assurance that their messages are secure, as shown as Figure 7.

3.4 Router-Firewall Service

With the rapid development of the Internet, the security and efficiency of public networks offers a great challenge. Client and server hosts with access to public networks often reside behind protective router-firewalls that not only restrict incoming connections, but also allow the protected networks to run in a private address space using Network Address Translation (NAT). Under these circumstances, end-to-end data transmission and communication requires the federate, simulation service, and SSMB communicates to be able to communicate through firewalls. The federates, simulation services, and SSMB communicate on a non-trusted network but are in a private network behind a firewall, which leads to many problems: (1) A dedicated port on the server’s firewall must be opened and configured to forward messages to the server, (2) If the server uses multiple endpoints (e.g., to support both TCP and SSL), then a firewall port must be dedicated to each endpoint; (3) The proxies of the federate and the simulation must be configured to use the
SSMB’s "public" endpoint, which is the host name and dedicated port of the firewall, (4) if the SSMB returns a proxy as the result of a request, the proxy must not contain the SSMB’s private endpoint because that endpoint is inaccessible to the federate, and (5) adding a callback from the SSMB to the federate or simulation implies that the federate and simulation service will meet the same problems as SSMB. This problem is further complicated by a large number of federates and simulation services. A special Router-Firewall service is used in SDRTI to solve the above problems. This Router-Firewall service heads off requests from external proxies and retransmits the requests to the special service end, crossing the NAT/FW. In addition, the federate or simulation starts the Router-Firewall service according to their demands, and the callback request two-way connection among the federate, simulation service, and SSMB can be the existing connection among federate, simulation service, and SSMB. The working principle of the Router Firewall service is shown in Figure 8.

![Fig.8 The working principle of the router-firewall service schematic plan](image)

The Router-Firewall service has many merits: (1) only one front-end port is necessary to support any number of servers, (2) federates and simulation services often require only minimal changes to use the Router-firewall service, (3) the SSMB is unaware of the presence of the Router-Firewall service and requires no modifications whatsoever to use it. From the SSMB’s perspective, the Router-Firewall service is just another local client, therefore the SSMB is no longer required to advertise "public" endpoints in the proxies they create, (4) the Router-Firewall supports callback from server to client sent over an existing connection from the client to the server, thereby eliminating the administrative requirements associated with supporting callbacks in the client firewall, and (5) the Route-Firewall supports the TCP and SSL protocols, which further enhance communication security.

### 3.5 Service decoupling

Different services need to transfer data. For example, the object management service needs to obtain data from the federate management service, leading to close coupling between the management and federate services. SOA requires services to be loosely coupled as far from one another as possible. However, we use the data transfer service, an effective subscribe/publish service, to decouple the services. Publishers and subscribers obtain data by subscribing to topics, and publishers distribute data to subscribers using the data transfer service. The publishers and subscribers are transparent because of the data transfer service. We make the master and slave nodes run at the same time, with the slave node monitoring the load condition of the master node, to prevent the data transfer service from turning into a bottleneck. When the load condition of the master node is heavy, the slave node undertakes the task instead. This method can achieve load balancing between the master and slave nodes, as shown in Figure 9.

![Fig.9 Data transfer service schematic plan](image)

### 3.6 Communication optimization

In SDRTI, there are two message transport patterns: one-way mode and batch mode. In one-way mode, each mode is sent to the message-receiving end. In batch mode, messages are stored in the message queue and sent to the message-receiving end in batches. One-way mode emphasizes security: once the message is received, one-way mode sends the message at once, thereby minimizing the possibility of message transport error. By contrast, batch mode stores the message in a queue, thereby minimizing network overhead. SDRTI needs to transport messages among federates, simulation service, and SSMB via the network, resulting in heavy network overhead. These conditions necessitate batch mode.

### 4 Performance evaluations

We evaluate the performance of SDRTI in the enclosure space using Simple Collision software. The federate and simulation services behind the firewall, which are distributed via the public network, use different programming languages, such as C++, Java, and C#, as shown in Figure 10. In this simulation program, each instance represents a federate. The instance joins the federation and controls the travel route of the local ball. At the same time, the instance publishes its coordinates in
real time and subscribes the coordinates of other balls controlled by other federates. Each federate marks the location of its local ball using a red ball, and the location of other balls using black balls. The running interface of the test program is shown in Figure 11. The simulation logic of this simulation program is simple. We can change the number of simulation entities and time marching cycles in the simulation program to objectively reflect the performance of the simulation system.

**4.1. Evaluation of the response speed**

From 2 to 30 simulation entities join the federation in order and each entity (small ball) runs at its fastest speed. The delay time of each step is zero, and the speed of the actual step is absolutely dependent on the response delays of the SSMB, federates, and simulation service. We can record the actual response step per second in the simulation. First, we use the same Simple Collision program and compare the actual step between Gong Yuan Run Time Infrastructure (GYRTI) [11] and SDRTI in synchronous message transport mode, as shown in Figure 12. Second, we use the same simulation, only in the asynchronous message transport mode, as shown in Figure 13.

**4.2. Evaluation of load capacity**

From 1 to 100 simulation entities join the federation, and each entity (a small ball) advances 25 steps per second. The simulation record keeps track of the CPU utilization of the RTI server in the GYRTI, and the SSMB in SDRTI. The simulation results are shown in Figure 14.

From Figure 14, it can be seen that the CPU utility of the RTI server in the GYRTI increases linearly as the number of simulation entities increase. In the SDRTI, the SSMB is relieved of its load because none of the simulation services execute in the SSMB. The CPU utility of SSMB in SDRTI increases with relatively stable frequency compared with the rapidly increasing CPU utility of the server in GYRTI. The load of the RTI server is relieved by the distributed simulation service in the network. The next simulation involves communicating in batch mode and one-way mode, and comparing the network traffic of these two communication mode. The simulation results are shown in Figure 15.
First, SDRTI achieve load balancing by decoupling RTI services to different simulation services and reduce the burden on the SSMB. Second, SDRTI achieve communicating among different developed language and platform without updating the SDRTI. Third, SDRTI achieve traversing NAT/FW and achieving end-to-end communication and data transmission in public networks by Router-Firewall Service. The last but not least, SDRTI achieve communication optimization by optimal communication mode. The asynchronous mode and batch mode could ensure communication stability and efficiency.

In our future work, we will improve SDRTI performance. First, to improve its stability, SSMB should have many slave nodes and the SSMB in slave nodes could work instead of the SSMB in master node when necessary. Second, to improve its flexibility, we will update the SDRTI to meet most of the HLA Evolved standards that include Modular Federate object model (Modular FOM), Evolved Dynamic Link Compatible Application Program Interface (EDLC API), Smart Update Rate Reduction (SURRE).

### 5 Conclusions

This study analyzes the problems associated with distributed simulation research based on the present situation, and points out the disadvantages of achieving web services-based service-oriented RTI. This study proposes six key technologies to achieve SDRTI, which offers several advantages, such as heterogeneous communication, load balancing, loose coupling of services, communications security, and communications optimization. A simple case study is performed based on the SDRTI. The simulation results demonstrate that:

- First, SDRTI achieve load balancing by decoupling RTI services to different simulation services and reduce the burden on the SSMB. Second, SDRTI achieve communicating among different developed language and platform by the model mapping mechanism. Third, SDRTI achieve traversing NAT/FW and achieving end-to-end communication and data transmission in public networks by Router-Firewall Service. The last but not least, SDRTI achieve communication optimization by optimal communication mode. The asynchronous mode and batch mode could ensure communication stability and efficiency.

In our future work, we will improve SDRTI performance. First, to improve its stability, SSMB should have many slave nodes and the SSMB in slave nodes could work instead of the SSMB in master node when necessary. Second, to improve its flexibility, we will update the SDRTI to meet most of the HLA Evolved standards that include Modular Federate object model (Modular FOM), Evolved Dynamic Link Compatible Application Program Interface (EDLC API), Smart Update Rate Reduction (SURRE).
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